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         All

   Full range of melatonin-regulating sleep glasses.
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    Sleep

   Strong blue light blockers with yellow lenses.
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    Sleep+

   Super strong blue and green light blockers.
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    Prescription

   Sleep glasses fitted with your prescription.
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	  Full range of melatonin-regulating sleep glasses.
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  	  Sleep

	  Strong blue light blockers with yellow lenses.
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  	  Sleep+

	  Super strong blue and green light blockers.
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  	  Prescription

	  Sleep glasses fitted with your prescription.
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        Running

   Super lightweight and won't bounce or fog.
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    Cycling

   Superior clarity and protection from wind, rain and sun.
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    Triathlon

   Seamlessly switch from water to road and everything in-between.
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    Active

   A range of glasses made for outdoor activity.
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	  Superior clarity and protection from wind, rain and sun.
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  	  Triathlon

	  Seamlessly switch from water to road and everything in-between.
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  	  Active

	  A range of glasses made for outdoor activity.
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        Blue light

   Improve focus with protection from eye strain.
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    Prescription

   Add your prescription to our blue light glasses.
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    Sun

   Polarised sunglasses made from premium acetate.
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    Sun prescription

   Add prescription to our polarised sunglasses.
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	  Improve focus with protection from eye strain.
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  	  Prescription

	  Add your prescription to our blue light glasses.
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  	  Sun

	  Polarised sunglasses made from premium acetate.
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  	  Sun prescription

	  Add prescription to our polarised sunglasses.
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   < Products   Zenith Sleep
   €75
  


 

    Colour Black
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 Our Zenith Ultra glasses regulate natural melatonin secretion for better quality slumber. Available in prescription & non-prescription.
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  the fit
 Medium width frame with slightly taller lenses in a "rounded square" shape. Suited to almost any face.
Size: 50-19-142

 the lenses
 Designed for night-time, these orange-tinted lenses specifically target the range of blue light that affects melatonin production (the sleep inducing hormone).



By blocking this range of blue light, our Ultra lenses encourage healthy melatonin secretion and a quality night's rest.







  


  






  


  


  


  
   what's included
All of our Ultra glasses come with a sleek hardcase and microfibre cleaning cloth.



We offer free shipping and free returns on all purchases, plus a 12-month warranty.
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